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A DECADE OF DISCOVERY

1. Number of Census of Marine Life collaborators by country. Shaded regions indicate countries involved through its various national and regional committees. Source: Jesse Cleary, Census of Marine Life Mapping and Visualization Team
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Biodiversity is essential for the health of the planet
and for humans because it underpins ecosystem func
tions that provide a wide range of goods and services
to human societies. In the case of marine biodiversity,
this means the use of marine life for food, energy,
biomedical products, recreation, and climate regulat
ing services, such as removal of carbon dioxide from
and release of oxygen into the atmosphere. Some of
these uses generate direct economic benefits to soci
ety, while the value of others, like climate services, is
less tangible but no less important. Unwise use of the
ocean, causing degradation and loss of biodiversity,
negatively impacts its ecosystems functions, along with
its ability to provide valuable goods and the invisible
but necessary services.
Oceans cover more than 70 percent of the Earth’s
surface and sustain a much greater percentage of its
biosphere. Despite their vast extent and their impor
tance to planetary functioning and human society,
the oceans and the life they contain are seriously
understudied. Scientists estimate that humans have

systematically explored only about five percent of the
oceans. Recognizing this knowledge gap, the Census of
Marine Life, a tenyear international research program
completed in 2010, greatly enhanced what is known
about life in the oceans while demonstrating that a
global survey of ocean life was possible. The Census was
a giant scientific partnership supported by the Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation and over 500 other institutes and
donors from more than 80 countries in Africa, Asia,
Australia, Europe, North and South America, and
Oceania. It brought together 2,700 scientists to establish
a baseline of the diversity, distribution, and abundance
of life in the ocean, against which future change can be
measured. For policy makers and others who seek to
sustainably use marine resources, the Census provides
unprecedented scope, access to data and information,
and tools and capacity for monitoring and study to
better maintain, protect, and rehabilitate the oceans.
The global overview provided by the Census also allows
research managers and environmentalists to better
prioritize conservation and research initiatives.
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE CENSUS OF MARINE LIFE
The Census of Marine Life was a ten-year, $650 US million,
scientific research and outreach program delivered between
2000 –2010 by more than 2,700 scientists, supported by
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and over 500 other institutes and donors from more than 80 countries [Figure 1]. Its
achievements include:
s %STABLISHED A BASELINE OF MARINE LIFE DIVERSITY DISTRIBUTION AND
abundance against which future change can be measured.
s !GGREGATED AS OF *ANUARY  MORE THAN  MILLION OF
species-level records obtained before and outside the
Census and added millions more from its own field work,
including 1,200 newly discovered and described species
[Figure 2]. Another 5,000 or more await formal description.
s#REATED THE /CEAN "IOGEOGRAPHIC )NFORMATION 3YSTEM /")3
the world’s largest online repository of geo-referenced data,
which nations can use to develop national and regional assessments and to meet their obligations to the Convention on
"IOLOGICAL $IVERSITY AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL COMMITMENTS
s -APPED MIGRATION ROUTES AND BREEDING AREAS THAT CAN BE
used to protect animals’ oceanic transit routes.
s )DENTIlED WELL EXPLORED AREAS AND THOSE WHERE FURTHER EX
ploration is warranted.

s3HOWEDTHROUGHSTUDIESOFENVIRONMENTALHISTORYTHATSOME
marine habitats and living resources have been impacted
by humans for thousands of years. With protection recovery is slow but possible.Coastal and enclosed seas are the
most impacted.
s $ETERMINED THAT PAST IMPACTS IN THE DEEP SEA WERE
mainly from disposal of waste and litter. Today, fisheries,
HYDROCARBON AND MINERAL EXTRACTION HAVE THE GREATEST IM
pact. In the future, climate change is predicted to have the
greatest impact.
s #OLLABORATED WITH THE %NCYCLOPEDIA OF ,IFE TO COMPLETE
~90,000 marine species pages and continues to serve
AS THE MARINE COMPONENT OF THE 'LOBAL "IODIVERSITY )NFORmation Facility.
s 3UPPORTED THE 7ORLD 2EGISTER OF -ARINE 3PECIES WHICH
CONlRMED THAT EXCLUDING MICROBES MORE THAN  
VALID MARINE SPECIES HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED AS OF *ANUARY
2011, with an estimated at least 750,000 more species
remaining to be described.
s"UILT INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTIONAL NATIONAL ANDREGIONALCAPAC
ity. Through its young alumni, the Census will contribute to
marine life knowledge for decades to come.
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 ! GLOBAL MAP OF THE NEARLY  MILLION /")3 RECORDS OF   SPECIES FROM MORE THAN  DATASETS SHOWS THE KNOWN AND UNKNOWN OCEAN %VEN
with this decade-long global inventory, Census scientists could not conclusively determine how many species remain to be discovered, though they
agree the number is at least 750,000. The gaps show that the inventory is as yet too incomplete even for first order estimates. New marine species,
EVEN LARGE ONES ARE STILL FOUND DURING ALMOST EVERY BIOLOGICAL EXPEDITION Source: Ocean Biogeographic Information System
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BANCIAN KEHIDUPAN MARIN

The Census of Marine Life:
A New Baseline for Policy
The Census global baseline of information about
marine biodiversity focused on the species level of
classification and also developed novel technologies rel
evant to studies below the species level.
While the Census discovered that ocean life is
richer than imagined, it also found the ocean is
more connected and more impacted than previously
thought. Historic baselines of abundance, garnered
from catch records, monastery records, fish bones,
shells, and other credible documentation, show peo
ple began intensively exploiting and depleting marine
life thousands of years ago.
The Census performed comprehensive regional
and global analyses of marine species diversity. From
the global synthesis of 13 taxa from zooplankton to
mammals, two major patterns emerged: (1) in the open
oceans, diversity peaked in midlatitudes or in subtropi
cal “strips” in all oceans; and (2) coastal species were
most diverse in tropical areas such as Indonesia, South
east Asia, and the Philippines. A Census review of all
known marine biodiversity in 25 regions confirmed
the coastal pattern. Sea surface temperature, which is
significantly impacted by climate change, was the only
environmental predictor highly related to diversity
across all 13 taxa [Figure 3].
The Census supported the World Register of
Marine Species, which determined that, excluding mi
crobes, about 200,000 valid marine species have been
described so far. Scientists estimated at least 750,000
more species remain to be described. Little is known
about the great majority of species. The bestknown
marine animals such as whales, seals, and walruses
comprise only a tiny part of marine biodiversity. More
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 2ECORDS OF   MARINE
species from tiny zooplankton to
sharks and whales assembled
IN THE /CEAN "IOGEOGRAPHIC )Nformation System of the Census
revealed hot spots of species diversity. The diversity of coastal species
tended to peak around Southeast Asia, while the high diversity of open-ocean creatures spread
more broadly across the midLATITUDE OCEANS 2ED INDICATES
areas of high diversity. Source:
Tittensor DP, Mora C, Jetz W, et
al. 2010. Nature 466, 1098–
1101

than a billion types of microbes may live in the oceans.
In the ocean, a small number of types dominate and
thousands of lowabundance populations account for
most of the observed diversity. Changes in this highly
diverse ‘‘rare biosphere’’ may have profound impacts
on the Earth’s ecosystems.
Reason for Concern and Hope:
Degradation and Rehabilitation
of Marine Life
Biodiversity is under greatest threat in the enclosed
seas and areas with high population density such as the
Mediterranean, Gulf of Mexico, Baltic, Caribbean, and
China’s continental shelf. Marine industries and land
based pollutants are creating ever greater impacts on the
health of ocean ecosystems, direct exploitation is reach
ing deeper depths, sectoral uses are overlapping [Figure 4],
and passive dispersion and accumulation are contaminat
ing all ocean realms [Figure 5].
The human footprint on the global ocean is not new.
Research from the Census based on a study of 12 tem
perate coastal and estuarine ecosystems showed that over
the centuries, human activities have eliminated 65 per
cent of seagrass and wetland habitat. Declines and range
contractions were measured for the once abundant
Atlantic bluefin tuna, Thunnus thynnus, off the coast of
northern Europe, whose population was depleted in
40 years (1910 –1950) and still remains rare there today.
The numbers and sizes of exploited large marine animals
have declined from their historic levels by, on average, 90
percent.
Census scientists estimated the global past, present,
and future impacts of humanrelated activities on the
deep sea, which harbors high biodiversity and is the
largest and least known ecosystem on the planet. In past
Coastal taxa

0

[Figure 3]
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4. The Census of Marine Life created a baseline against which future change can be measured, which will be particularly useful as competing
OCEAN USES CONTINUE TO EXPAND -ARINE INDUSTRIES AND LAND BASED POLLUTANTS ARE CREATING EVER GREATER IMPACTS ON THE HEALTH OF OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS DIRECT EXPLOITATION IS REACHING DEEPER DEPTHS AND SECTORAL USES ARE OVERLAPPINGTRENDS THAT ARE EXPECTED TO CONTINUE
Source: Williams, Meryl J., Jesse Ausubel, Ian Poiner, et al. 2010. PLoS Biol 8(10): e1000531

decades, disposal of waste and litter had the most signif
icant anthropogenic impact on the deep sea. Presently,
the biggest impact comes from exploitation (e.g. fisher
ies, hydrocarbon, and mineral resources). In the future,
climate change is likely to bring more global effects,
including warming, ocean acidification, and expansion
of hypoxic and oxygen minimum zones.
Partly because evidence is more complete for larg
er species, the biggest changes and depletions in the
ocean appear to be occurring in larger species that
have been commercially fished and to species in coastal
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5. Looking for marine life, Census researchers instead collected a
TRAWL OF TRASH IN THE %ASTERN -EDITERRANEAN Source: Brigitte Ebbe/
Michael Türkay, Census of Diversity of Abyssal Marine Life

areas. Much less well known are the changes occur
ring in smaller organisms, as the historical records for
these animals are almost nonexistent. With the base
line information that the Census has provided on this
segment of the ocean’s population, future estimates of
abundance and ways to protect them might be possible.
Climate change predictions for marine life were
investigated for coral reefs and the Arctic. Coral reefs
are at high risk of extinction due to greenhouse gas
emissions and the effects of ocean acidification. Reduc
tions in Arctic sea ice are diminishing the substrate for
icerelated flora and fauna, while increasing light levels
and temperatures in regions previously covered by ice.
The good news is that recovery is possible if action
is taken. Where conservation efforts were implemented,
populations of some species, such as seals, whales,
birds, and such bottomdwelling fish as flounder and
sole, recovered. In contrast to rapid depletion, how
ever, recovery tends to be slow. Census researchers
found that population increases were most notable
for species whose exploitation ended at least 100 years
ago and for some other species that became protected
in the early to midtwentieth century.
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OBIS: MAKING MARINE LIFE DATA ACCESSIBLE TO ALL
/NE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT OUTCOMES OF THE #ENSUS OF -ARINE ,IFE IS THE REPOSITORY FOR ITS GLOBAL INVENTORY THE /CEAN
"IOGEOGRAPHIC )NFORMATION 3YSTEM /")3  /")3 IS A GATEWAY www.iobis.org TO OVER  DATASETS CONTAINING
INFORMATION ON WHERE AND WHEN MORE THAN  MILLION MARINE ORGANISMS HAVE BEEN RECORDED /")3 IS THE WORLDS
largest online repository of geo-referenced data. Its datasets are integrated so they can be seamlessly searched by
SPECIES NAME HIGHER TAXONOMIC LEVEL GEOGRAPHIC AREA
DEPTH AND TIME /")3 ALLOWS USERS TO IDENTIFY BIODIVERsity hotspots and large-scale ecological patterns, analyze

distributions of species over time and space, and plot species’
locations with temperature, salinity, and depth.
!T ITS  'ENERAL !SSEMBLY THE 5.%3#/ )NTERGOVERNMENTAL /CEANOGRAPHIC #OMMISSION ADOPTED /")3 AS
ONE OF ITS PROGRAMS UNDER THE )NTERNATIONAL /CEANOGRAPHIC $ATA AND )NFORMATION %XCHANGE )/$%  7ITH THE SUPPORT
OF POLICY MAKERS AND NATIONS IT SERVES /")3 WILL CONTINUE TO
GROW AND THRIVE UNDER )/$% REMAINING A PERMANENT LEGAcy of Census collaboration.
/")3 IS A POWERFUL TOOL FOR MANY MANAGEMENT APPLICAtions, including assisting nations to meet their obligations to
THE #ONVENTION ON "IOLOGICAL $IVERSITY
TO REPORT ON THE BIODIVERSITY IN THEIR EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC ZONES /")3 BUILDS
capacity for countries with limited resources to meet national reporting
requirements and makes data and information management more efficient
through shared data, tools, and standards across different organizations
and countries [Figure 6].
"EFORE POSTING /")3 DATA UNDERGO
a rigorous vetting process, including
confirmation of its source, with quality control completed initially and
AT REGULAR INTERVALS THEREAFTER $ATA
providers retain ownership of the data
and are informed of any discrepancies and possible errors that may
OCCUR /")3 BENElTS FROM USER PEER
review and feedback that identify
TECHNICAL GEOGRAPHIC AND TAXONOMic errors in the data served. Although
ERRORS WILL EXIST IN SUCH A LARGE DATA
COLLECTION THE DATA IN /")3 ARE THE
best available in electronic form.

6. Map showing the distribution of marine biodiversity around the South AmeriCAN CONTINENT USING DATA FROM THE /")3
database. Source: Eduardo Klein, Universidad Simon Bolivar

In the coastal environment, researchers documented that
the fastest path to recovery was achieved by mitigating the
cumulative impacts of human activities. Seventyeight
percent of documented recoveries occurred, for example,
when at least two human activities, such as resource
exploitation, habitat destruction, and pollution, were
reduced. Likewise, for top predators, recovery was noted
for seals, whales, birds, and some bottom dwelling fish,
such as flounder and sole, when actions were taken to
protect their numbers..
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Improved Knowledge of Biodiversity
for Sustainable Use and Conservation
The Convention on Biological Diversity recognizes the
complex nature of biodiversity and aims to protect it at
three levels: within species, between species, and at the
ecosystem level. Relevant to marine biodiversity protec
tion and management, the Census provides considerable
scientific knowledge on marine biodiversity, particularly
at the species and ecosystem levels. Measurement of the
diversity within species for larger organisms, which is
essential to maintaining species capabilities to adapt,
remains a challenge for the future.
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INNOVATIVE TOOLS ADVANCE FINDINGS
While the Census focused on species-level biodiversity,
tools such as tagging technologies and low-frequency
acoustics for estimating the large-scale distribution and
abundance of pelagic species, can assist management
of marine life populations at a stock or sub-species level, such as through tracking stocks of salmon and tuna.

The information and technologies developed or
adapted by the Census are tools that can be used now
and in the future to increase confidence in decisions for
achieving sustainable use of marine life.
1. Tools, Technologies, and Methods
for Ecosystem Management Approaches

Since the 1972 Stockholm United Nations Conference
on the Human Environment, governments have recog
nized that protecting and improving the environment
from deleterious human activities needs integrated
approaches. Reconciling the demands of different
ocean uses has become urgent. Slowly, countries and
international bodies have strengthened their commit
ments to integrated management by adopting marine
spatial planning and ecosystem approaches to manage
ment. Some examples include the 2002 World Summit
on Sustainable Development’s International Plan of Imple
mentation, decisions by the 2010 Committee of the Parties
of the Convention on Biological Diversity, and national
bioregional planning schemes in Australia, Canada, Korea,
Norway, the United States, the United Kingdom, and the
European Union Marine Strategy Framework Directive.
Preserving the structure and natural resilience of an
ecosystem requires greater scientific information than
does a traditional sector or speciesbased approach. The
additional costs of this process should be shared across all
sectors, and new legislation, management, and consulta
tive processes are needed.
Many management decisions are constrained by a
lack of adequate data. The Census has been involved
in three significant ways in helping to overcome such
data constraints: consolidating existing information,
developing tools for rapid collection of new and
detailed data, and piloting ecosystembased approaches
to management.

%NHANCED CAPACITY TO TRACK POPULATION COMPONENTS OF
commercial species, combined with genetic information
on individual fish and their pedigrees, is improving information for managing specific and intra-specific marine
resources and genetic biodiversity.

!"#$%&$'()*+(%,"-.(&+(%,"(%/$01*+($%2"30-*+(%,"4*&-
'(%-&5 Typically, different ministries, museums, industries,
science agencies, and even individual scientists collect and
maintain biodiversity data. Sharing data is a challenge. The
Census was committed to open access data, information and
knowledge and through OBIS and its National and Regional
Implementation Committees initiated the first, or most,
comprehensive consolidations of biodiversity information
across all databases and other sources (e.g. Antarctica, South
America, Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, South
Africa, United States, Western European Margins, and the
Baltic, Mediterranean, and Caribbean Seas). Furthermore,
as a legacy of the Census, OBIS has become part of a
fully intergovernmental process, guaranteeing open and
free access to ocean biodiversity data (see sidebar: OBIS:
Making Marine Life Data Accessible to All).
Such consolidations offer both scientific and man
agement value. In the Gulf of Mexico in 2009, for
example, researchers completed a comprehensive regional
assessment of the species that live in the Gulf of Mexico,
providing a baseline prior to the BP oil spill in 2010
[Figure 7]. This information will be valuable as scientists
and managers attempt to understand the magnitude of
the spill and its effects on marine life in the coming years
to improve management and industry practices.
! 6//(3(-%+" )*+*" 3$''-3+($%" *%)" 1$%(+$0(%," +-37
%$'$,(-&5 New genetic, sensing, animal tracking and
information technologies, and their combinations can
rapidly and comprehensively collect, manage, and make
accessible new data for ecosystem approaches. The
Census helped to advance molecular genetics tools for
easy and rapid identification of marine species. DNA bar
coding and 454pyrotag sequencing, for example, use very
short genetic sequences from a standard part of the
genome to identify each unique species or type of

4HE #"$ DElNES THE hECOSYSTEM APPROACHv as Ecosystem and natural habitats management... to meet human
requirements to use natural resources, whilst maintaining
the biological richness and ecological processes necessary to sustain the composition, structure and function of
the habitats or ecosystems concerned.

Similar to land and urban planning, marine spatial planning has arisen to provide order and predictability to
multiple ocean uses at scales smaller than those provided
by global bodies, such as the United Nations Convention
ON THE ,AW OF THE 3EA AND THE #ONVENTION ON "IOLOGICAL
$IVERSITY

CENSUS OF MARINE LIFE

ECOSYSTEM APPROACH ADOPTED TO PRESERVE BIODIVERSITY
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microbe. As new tools in taxonomists’ toolboxes, these
will become increasingly important if the current short
age of taxonomists persists.
Complementing the genetic advances, a project on
coral reefs developed Autonomous Reef Monitoring
Structures, 500 of which are now deployed in the Pacific
and Indian oceans and the Caribbean. These structures
collect specimens and ecological data that are used to
monitor tropical coral reef biodiversity. Collected speci
mens are analyzed using DNA barcoding techniques,
which gives an overall picture of the biodiversity in an area
[Figure 8].
The Census has contributed much to advancing the
biological components of the incipient Global Ocean
Observing System, from serving as a prototype for the
Ocean Tracking Network , a growing global network of
seafloormounted microphones to track salmon and
other migrant animals, to developing new sonar de
vices that make it possible to observe how marine life
assembles over huge areas, forming shoals in a matter
of seconds, to creating a legion of “biologger” animals
that transmit data about oceanographic conditions in
which they travel. In addition, the Census has worked
to standardize the way global data is collected, allowing
for comparisons between regions.

SAMUDRI JEEVAN KA GANAN

! 8('$+(%,"-3$&9&+-1:4*&-)"1*%*,-1-%+5 The Census
helped pioneer work on the ecosystem approach to
management through a pilot study making use of the
wellresearched Gulf of Maine ecosystem. The project
used new technologies and an ecosystem approach to go
beyond species information to learn about populations,
their habitats, and animal interactions with one another
and their environment. The findings have enhanced
the capacity to track the abundance of the population
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 4HE (ARTE 2ESEARCH )NSTITUTE A #ENSUS AFlLIATE PUBLISHED THE lRST
BASELINE OF MARINE LIFE IN THE 'ULF OF -EXICO IN  AND MADE IT
available online shortly thereafter. The assessment listed 15,419 speCIES   OF WHICH WERE RECORDED IN THE AREA OF THE "0 OIL DISCHARGE
Source: Harte Research Institute

of commercial species and provide improved indicators
of ecosystem health.
2. Information for Marine Protection Decisions
at the Ecosystem Level

Already, Census of Marine Life technology, tools, and
data have been used in governance and management
for protecting marine life. In the future, such uses will
increase.

!;--<:&-*" -3$&9&+-1&5" The Global Biodiversity Outlook
3, published in 2010 by the Convention on Biologi
cal Diversity, noted increasing concern for deepwater
habitats, such as seamounts and coldwater corals. These
slowgrowing marine life communities can be vulnerable
as new fisheries resources are discovered, then exploited.
Providing for precautionary protection before exploita
tion is a challenge, especially in areas beyond national
jurisdictions, such as beyond the 200 nautical mile limits
of countries or outside jurisdictional areas of regional
fisheries management organizations. Several Census
projects have been at the forefront of working with indus
try, policy makers, and conservationists to help provide
data upon which decisions can be based.
Even where data are scarce, indicator species of certain
ecological assemblages can be used as proxies to suggest
which areas to protect. Through modeling, Census
scientists have predicted the likely distribution of deepsea
corals that not only are indicator species, but also highly
vulnerable to impacts from fishing and mining.
Regional fisheries management organizations, such
as the South Pacific Regional Fisheries Management
Organization, have used Census information on indica
tor species to predict where habitats sensitive to fishing
might occur.

 !RTIlCIAL 2EEF -ONITORING 3TRUCTURES ARE SMALL BOXES MADE OUT OF
PVC with many tiny holes for invertebrates such as crabs, and mollusks
to inhabit. They are designed to mimic the reef environment, and after
A YEAR OR TWO THE BOXES ARE REMOVED FROM THE REEF AND STUDIED TO SEE
what organisms settled inside and on top of them. Source: Andy
Collins, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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The deepsea projects of the Census that investigated
vents and seeps, seamounts, and abyssal plains, gave defi
nition to previously hintedat links between biodiversity
and the occurrence of valuable nonliving resources.
Cause and effect hypotheses are still in their early stages
but the Census greatly expanded the knowledge of;
(1) cold water corals associated with commercial fish
stocks on seamounts and near cold seep communities;
and (2) life around chemosynthetic vents associated
with oil and gas hydrates and marine sulphides contain
ing minerals such as copper, gold, silver, and zinc.
Based in part on Census work on deepsea coral
associations with seamounts, the North East Atlantic
Fisheries Commission in 2009 voted to close more
than 330,000 sq km to bottom fisheries on the Mid
Atlantic Ridge, an area larger than the United Kingdom
and Ireland combined. At the OsloParis Commission,
several proposals for highsea marine protected areas
were submitted and endorsed at the ministerial level,
again using Census information from the midAtlantic.
In late 2008, the Commission for the Conservation of
Antarctic Living Resources protected two Vulnerable
Marine Ecosystems from longline fishing, based on im
ages and samples of large red seaweed assemblages from
Census Antarctic researchers.
The Census chemosynthetic vents project helped
conduct an environmental impact assessment of
possible biodiversity impacts of deepwater mineral
extraction for deepsea mining companies in Papua
New Guinea and worked with the International Sea
bed Authority to develop Codes for the Environmental
Management of Marine Minerals. Census data fed into
designing a Preservation Reference Area network
of the International Seabed Authority to manage
potential mining for polymetallic nodules in the Clarion
Clipperton Fracture Zone of the central Pacific Ocean.

! @0*3A(%,"+0*%&:4$?%)*09"/(&7-0(-&"&<-3(-&5 Many ma
rine ecosystems are connected by ocean currents and
shared stocks, thus transboundary issues are critical to
decision makers in conservation, industry, and govern
ment. The Census used advanced tagging technologies
on iconic transboundary fished species. For Pacific
salmon, for example, individual fish were tracked
from their home rivers in Canada along the British
Columbia coast to Alaska. Altantic bluefin tuna were
tracked from the Gulf of Mexico to the Mediterranean
and back again. These data reveal previously unknown
information about species habitat such as natal
homing of the tuna or ecosystem connectivity through
the longdistance movement of animals. Tagging
and tracking technology also documented that, in some
parts of the ocean, species congregate, pointing to hot
spots and migration corridors.
The Ocean Tracking Network, a Census legacy
project supported by the Government of Canada and
covering 14 ocean regions off all seven continents, is
now applying advanced acoustic and tagging technolo
gies. The project tags a wide range of marine species
and records their location as they swim over “listening
lines,” lines of acoustic receivers situated on the ocean
floor. Through the network, thousands of commercial
and endangered marine animals will be tagged to
increase understanding of what lives where and when
in the oceans. Knowing where fish actually travel makes
it easier to designate new marine protected areas, set
shipping routes, and site oil and gas exploration.
3. Information for Protecting Marine Species

In addition to ecosystemwide information, the Census,
via OBIS, provided data for making species conserva
tion decisions. OBIS provided georeferenced global
datasets on vulnerable and other species, which will
aid in determining the species distributions. The his
tory project of the Census also provided valuable
perspectives on natural and anthropogenic changes in

CENSUS OF MARINE LIFE

!=)-%+(/(3*+($%"$/"-3$'$,(3*''9"$0"4($'$,(3*''9"&(,%(/(
3*%+"*0-*&"*%)">?'%-0*4'-"1*0(%-"-3$&9&+-1&5 Census
information was pivotal in helping parties to the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) identify
areas of potential future value that should be protected
until they can be properly managed. The Census
assisted the CBD in defining potential ecologically or
biologically significant areas (EBSAs) in areas beyond
national jurisdiction. In 2008, the CBD agreed on
scientific criteria for EBSAs. These criteria were then
tested by pilot illustrations for 15 different areas or
species. Working with members of the Global Ocean
Biodiversity Initiative (GOBI) and other researchers,
Census researchers demonstrated the importance of
organized, publically accessible data portals, such as
OBIS, that could deliver the results of over 800 existing
qualitycontrolled data collections, including all data
gathered by Census projects.

This information was then used in a decision by the
CBD at its 10th Conference of the Parties to effective
ly establish a repository and a process for identifying
candidate EBSAs, emphasizing the use of the Census
data through OBIS and GOBI. Once candidate EBSAs
are identified, the United Nations General Assembly
or other competent governing body could use them to
implement management measures helping to conserve
biodiversity, including the establishment of marine pro
tected areas.
Input from Census researchers was also important in
the United Nation’s Food and Agricultural Organization
discussions on management of deepsea fisheries on the
high seas, providing background information to national
delegates formulating the final set of international guide
lines for these vulnerable marine ecosystems.
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abundance in a geographic area over time and the effec
tiveness of management intervention. The likely historic
abundance levels of key resources were reconstructed
based on interpretation of datasets from early periods of
marine fisheries, providing an improved objective basis
for establishing targets for species recovery and improved
understanding of recovery of a few species.

! 80$+-3+(%,"&<-3(-&"B(+7(%"%*+($%*'"4$0)-0&5" The pro
ject studying the Gulf of Maine in the northeastern U.S.
documented the spatial and temporal decline of the wolf
fish, Anarhichas lupus, over the past 20 years, and the data
were used by petitioners who wanted the species listed as
threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species
Act. While the U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service
reviewed the case and determined that there was not
justification for listing, it did conclude that the fish
should remain on the species of concern list. The maps
show the decline of the wolffish in fisheryindependent
surveys from 1968 to 2005 [Figure 9].
!;(&3$>-0(%,"7*4(+*+"*%)"'(/-"393'-"<*++-0%&"$/">?'%-0
*4'-"&<-3(-&5"Another Census project used bottombased
listening lines to create a database that contributed to
the designation of a critical habitat area for threatened
green sturgeon, Acipenser medirostris. Similarly, another
Census project mapped the travels of 23 different spe
cies, including Atlantic bluefin tuna, Thunnus thynnus,
great white sharks, Carcharodon carcharias, leatherback
turtles, Dermochelys coriacea, and Northern elephant
seals, Mirounga angustirostis, and Sounthern elephant
seals, Mirounga leonina, that revealed breeding spots, mi
gratory corridors and feeding areas, providing data for
consideration of areas warranting designation as pro
tected areas [Figure 10].

! =%+-0%*+($%*'" +0*)-" (%" -%)*%,-0-)" &<-3(-&5 A fun
damental aspect of the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) process is the
correct identification and naming of species proposed
for listing. OBIS and DNA “barcoding” techniques pro
vide support to taxonomists proposing to list a species.
Once such technology is easily accessible, it could also
provide officials with a quick and inexpensive way to
monitor and enforce the trade of endangered species.

9. These maps show the decline of wolffish in U.S. National Marine
Fisheries Service fishery-independent surveys from 1968 to 2005.
Source: Gulf of Main Area Project using data from the U.S. National
Marine Fisheries Service and Department of Fisheries and Ocean,
Canada, 2008

ing 50 developing countries, the Census of Marine Life
served as a model for how this mandate might be met.
The Census built human, technological, and in
stitutional capacity at the global, regional, national,
institutional, and individual levels. At the national and
regional levels, 13 networks were created [Figure 11] to
identify research targets in countries and enhance local
support for marine biodiversity projects. Some support
was financial, such as providing the means to build
4. Building capacity
bridges between marine researchers and government and
From the beginning, the Census sought and inspired intergovernmental initiatives (such as Large Marine
global collaboration among scientists and stakeholders, Ecosystems projects), and some was “in kind,” such as the
essential to developing a good assessment of life in the use of local scientists, vessels, and laboratories to accom
oceans. The 2010 SecretaryGeneral’s Report on Oceans and plish Census research.
OBIS’ open access to data from existing sources, re
the Law of the Sea (A/65/69) underlines the continuing
“essential need for cooperation” to ensure that all States gardless of location, enables countries to make the best
are able to implement the Convention on the Law of the use of limited data and strengthen the datasets through
Sea and participate in forums and processes regarding the pooling from all possible sources. This may facilitate
oceans. As a global program that enhanced the capacity for the repatriation of data, such as historical data collected
marine research in all of its participating countries, includ preindependence by colonizing countries.
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 2EPORTS FROM BIRDS lSH WHALES AND OTHER ANIMALS CARRYING SMALL TAGS REVEAL HIGHWAYS AND NEIGHBORhoods of the vast Pacific. Census biologgers followed bluefin tuna, Thunnus orientalis, traveling between
*APAN AND #ALIFORNIA AND LEATHERBACK TURTLES Dermochelys coriacea, BETWEEN "ORNEO AND -EXICO 4RAVELing animals connect all the oceans. Source: McIntyre AD, ed. 2010. Blackwell Publishing, Ltd.
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CENSUS OF MARINE LIFE

 .ATIONAL AND 2EGIONAL )MPLEMENTATION #OMMITTEES OF THE #ENSUS APPLIED THEIR EXPERTISE ABOUT NEARBY WATERS TO COMPILE A ROLL CALL OF
known species, estimated unknown species, and ranked threats to diversity. The numbers of species, the currency of diversity, ranged up to
  IN !USTRALIAN AND *APANESE WATERS %VEN IN FAMILIAR WATERS UNDISCOVERED SPECIES AND MICROBES WILL SWELL THE FUTURE NUMBER
Source: Census of Marine Life Mapping and Visualization Team
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The Census provided a framework for cooperation
and, in some cases, seed funding to develop proposals
for more marine biodiversity research. For example, the
Census helped support the development of a successful
Global Environment Facility proposal involving Indo
nesia, TimorLeste, Papua New Guinea, and Australia
including surveys of marine biodiversity and facilitating
an integrated, cooperative, sustainable, ecosystembased
management of the Arafura and Timor Seas.
The Census also created educational opportunities
[Figure 12], facilitated networking, and supported
hundreds of upandcoming marine scientists. Thus,
through its young alumni, the Census will contribute to
the generation of marine life knowledge for decades to
come. Program funding largely flowed through universi
ties and research institutions, creating opportunities for
learning at all levels, from the work of dozens of postdoc
toral fellows to graduate and even high school students,
who participated in the nearshore monitoring project.
Some projects sponsored early career professional
development programs, such as training awards for new
scientific investigators. Most of the Census projects also
held taxonomic workshops to train young scientists in
specialist skills and knowledge for particular taxa and
ecosystems. These workshops, which contributed to the
Global Taxonomic Initiative, were led by world experts
who, in most fields, are increasingly rare, as recognized
by the parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity.
The Census projects shared technologies and
approaches across countries, resulting in increased insti
tutional and personal capacity, shared data standards,
and complementary sampling and data collection for
regional and global analysis. In the coastal (tidal and
intertidal) zone, where the nearshore project served as
an ambassador project, international cooperation and
capacity building were encouraged for inventorying
and monitoring coastal biodiversity and linking Census
goals with local interests.
Although the Census has helped to build capacity
and awareness in new places, the needs are still great.
With the help of its many partners, the capacity that
has been built will continue on as one of the legacies of
the Census.
5. Partnerships that maximize impact

A primary goal of the Census was to generate knowledge
of marine life and, therefore, its main partnerships were
among scientists and their institutions. As the Census
and its projects evolved, potential uses of the results
began to emerge. To maximize the utility of its findings
for management and policy applications, the Census
built complementary relationships with other key
partners and worked to raise public awareness of
marine life.
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12. The Census of Marine Life created many different types of eduCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIESFOR GRADE SCHOOL CHILDREN TO THE POST DOCTORAL
level. Source: Megan Moews, Census of Coral Reefs Ecosystems

Programwide, the Census partnered with many, in
cluding the International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN), and the Convention on Biological
Diversity. Both recognized the Census and OBIS as
sources of unbiased scientific information. Led by IUCN,
the GOBI initiative and partnership will continue to
provide important services in translating scientific infor
mation into useful forms for open ocean policy makers.
The Census projects each worked with many inter
national agencies to provide scientific input, including
the International Seabed Authority, the Commission
for the Conservation of Antarctic Living Resources,
and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN,
as well as various national regulatory agencies.
In 2009, the United Nations Environment Programme
and the UNESCO Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission jointly published a survey of global and
regional assessments and related marine activities,
in response to the UN General Assembly (Resolution
57/141) and heads of states and governments at the
World Summit on Sustainable Development, to establish
a regular process for the global reporting and assessment
of the state of the marine environment. This report
(UNEP) noted the Census was one of few activities in the
high and deep seas, which could help address new and
emerging issues regarding the threats facing the deep sea.
The report also cited the Census as a case study for lessons
learned in undertaking a broadly scoped initiative.
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CENSUS ENCOURAGED
CAPACITY BUILDING
The Census created learning opportunities at all levels
and provided advancement opportunities for young reSEARCHERS SUCH AS %VA 2AMIREZ ,LODRA 3PAIN AND *OSÏ
!NTONIO &ARÓA 6ENEZUELA 
Eva Ramirez Llodra
!FTER EARNING A 0H$ IN MARINE BIOLOGY FROM THE 5NIVERSITY OF 3OUTHAMPTON %VA BECAME INVOLVED WITH THE
#ENSUS AS A POST DOC AT THE .ATIONAL /CEANOGRAPHY
Centre Southampton, where she agreed to coordinate
the Census deep-sea project on biogeography of deepWATER CHEMOSYNTHETIC ECOSYSTEMS %VA HAS SINCE LED
THE lRST GLOBAL 3YNTHESIS OF "IODIVERSITY "IOGEOGRAPHY
AND %COSYSTEM &UNCTION IN THE $EEP 3EA AND IS PRESently a co-principal investigator that will carry on the
Census work in the deep sea called the International
.ETWORK FOR 3CIENTIlC )NVESTIGATIONS OF $EEP 3EA %COsystems Program.

José Antonio Faría
*OSÏ !NTONIO HOLDS A DEGREE IN "IOLOGY AT 5NIVERSIDAD 3IMØN "OLÓVAR 6ENEZUELA (E BECAME INVOLVED
with the Census as an undergraduate student working in the Census nearshore project and works for the
Miranda State Government, serving on the committee
for education, science, and technology, which coordinates educational activities between the government
and universities, research institutes, civil associations,
and private companies.

Recognizing the need for public engagement and
awareness, the Census partnered with National
Geographic to produce videos and maps for the general
public. These videos have reached millions of viewers
around the globe via YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and
the Census portal, piquing the interest of Internet users
who would otherwise be unaware of what lives below
the waves. Additionally, news releases, reported on aver
age by 24 global newswires and 321 online news sites (at
least once in some 31 languages and from media sites
spanning 95 countries) over the course of the Census,
also helped to build public awareness. The Census col
laborated with Galatee Films in the production of its
Oceans movie, which brought marine life to millions
of viewers around the world. In addition, Census
projects have informed their local publics through
museum and aquarium displays, school visits, art, and
other outreach activities.
The Future of the Census of Marine Life
and Marine Biodiversity Research
Marine biodiversity research has come a long way in the
last decade, but, to continue to be useful to managers
and policy makers, it needs to continue to grow and
adapt to new challenges and questions that arise. Sev
eral of the Census of Marine Life projects will continue,
and some have joined together to form new research
programs, such as the International Network for
Scientific Investigations of DeepSea Ecosystems. On
the policy and managerial side, GOBI, spawned in part
by the Census, will continue to use the Census network
and data as it works towards protection of the open
ocean and deep seas.
The marine biodiversity community will meet at the
World Conference on Marine Biodiversity in Aberdeen
in September 2011 to discuss the next phase of research
and consider the big scientific questions that remain
and how they fit into societal needs. However, much
can be done with the information that is already avail
able. On the next page are recommendations for how
this information can be used to help maintain, protect
and rehabilitate marine life.
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CENSUS OF MARINE LIFE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR APPLICATIONS
OF MARINE BIODIVERSITY RESEARCH IN THE NEXT DECADE
FOR GOVERNMENT AND
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES
s 5SE AND ADAPT #ENSUS DEVELOPED NATIONAL AND GLOBAL RESEARCH
PARTNERSHIPS .ATIONAL AND 2EGIONAL )MPLEMENTATION #OMMITTEES
INFORMATION SYSTEMS /")3 AND METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES TO HELP
meet biodiversity reporting and monitoring commitments.
s $EVELOP FURTHER AND MAKE USE OF #ENSUS .ATIONAL AND 2EGIONAL
)MPLEMENTATION #OMMITTEE TECHNOLOGIES AND /")3 FOR NATIONAL AND
regional marine biodiversity protection and monitoring, such as in
THE DESIGNATION OF -ARINE 0ROTECTED !REAS 6ULNERABLE -ARINE %COSYSTEMS AND %COLOGICALLY OR "IOLOGICALLY 3IGNIFICANT !REAS
s 3UPPORT FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF /")3 IN THE )NTERNATIONAL
/CEANOGRAPHIC #OMMISSION 5.%3#/ THROUGH DATA CONTRIBUTIONS EXPERTISE AND FUNDING
s %NSURE THAT MARINE LIFE MONITORING IS INCLUDED IN OCEAN OBSERVING SYSTEMS UNDER 'ROUP ON %ARTH /BSERVATIONS "IODIVERSITY
/BSERVATION .ETWORK '%/ "/. 
FOR INDUSTRIES USING AND EXPLOITING
THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
s #ONTRIBUTE TO MARINE LIFE CONSERVATION AND KNOWLEDGE BY SUPPORTING RESEARCH DEPOSITING MARINE BIODIVERSITY DATA IN /")3 OR
LINKING COMPANY INVENTORIES WITH /")3
s 7ORK WITH GOVERNMENTS AND RESEARCHERS TO CREATE PLANS FOR SUStainable ocean use, including national and regional marine spatial

planning efforts and in open ocean areas beyond national jurisdiction where governance arrangements are still being built.
FOR DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE AGENCIES
AND CONSERVATION FUNDING BODIES
s "UILD ON THE FOUNDATION LAID BY THE #ENSUS TO DEVELOP HUMAN
and institutional capacity, infrastructure and technology in developing countries so that they are better able to better sustain their
valuable marine biodiversity.
s 3UPPORT OPPORTUNITIES TO COORDINATE RESEARCH AND INFORMATION
in the deep seas, one of the most understudied, but potentially
valuable, areas on the earth.
s 3UPPORT INITIATIVES THAT BRING HIGH QUALITY UNBIASED SCIENCE TO
policy makers and managers.
FOR CONSERVATIONISTS, RESEARCHERS,
AND EDUCATORS
s -AKE USE OF THE RESULTS OF THE #ENSUS TO INFORM AND PRIORITIZE
conservation and research activities.
s 3UPPORT THE SHARING AND ENRICHMENT OF GLOBAL NATIONAL AND
LOCAL INFORMATION BASES ESPECIALLY /")3 AND THOSE LINKED TO IT
Update campaign, educational and public information materials
ABOUT MARINE LIFE FOR EXAMPLE LOCAL WILDLIFE GUIDES IN LIGHT OF
the results of the Census.
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